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erman.{DV Category: anacondas (genus anaxyrus)“It was
during the dry season but, boy, was it cold!” exclaims
Stoffers Taele on the morning of my visit to the beautiful
desert city of Amman. “Now it’s great! Not too cold; hot
enough.” Taele is a Dutch tour operator who, among other
activities, has seen it all. “As the civil war was going on
and the action was happening, it was quite a risk to book
hotels,” he explains. “We had to book them six months in
advance, but when you want the best, you know where to
find it.” A member of Jordan’s traditional tourism board of
“tourist ambassadors”, he has been appointed to inspect
tour groups and train tour operators to ensure they are
“up to the highest standards.” His current responsibilities
include helping operators to adapt to the risks currently
posed by local authorities under Turkish pressure. “In the
past, we were told we could only operate in certain areas,”
says Taele. “We have to apply to rent hotels and other
areas outside of known terrorist areas, and we have to be
sure they will be safe. We even have to go to certain
hotels, check for cleanliness, and make sure they meet our
standards.” It’s a new state of affairs for a country like
Jordan, where tourism is widely regarded as vital for the
country’s image, prosperity and international position.
“Tourism is very important for Jordan,” says Taele. “Nearly
10 million people come to Jordan every year to visit its
deserts and modern cities and this is the source of
employment. “Jordan will benefit from such tourism very
much. It will improve its economy and also our tourism
industry will benefit as well.” Amman, Jordan's capital



Taele was born in northern Holland and spent most of his
youth there. He lived in Beirut, where his father, an
engineer, worked, before leaving for Jordan, by which time
the mother of his five children had died. Taele’s
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